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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this research paper is to come to an under

standing of st. Thomas' teaching on angels and angelic sin. In 

order to have an understanding, no matter how limited, of angeli( 

sin there must first be presented some basic principles on angel~ 

in general. That is what this paper will dOe It will present 

some of st~ Thomas' teachings on angels as found in his work the 

Summa Theologica. 

I shall touch upon, although briefly, the key questions in 

the Summa that pertain to the angels. I shall attept to explain 

the angelic nature by using Thomas' work and other philisophical 

resources. I shall then investigate question 63 that deals with 

angelic sin. I shall try to explain what is meant by St. Thomas 

statement that the angel, Lucifer, sinned by failing to consider 

what he should have considered. It is my hope t~at the reader 

will come to a better understanding of both angels and angelic 

sin. 

In the world today there is a problem in regard to the 

angels. Many people doubt their existence and some of them are 

in the Church. There are even some who view that belief in the 

angels is something out dated, belonging,' as it were, to the 

Medieval mind set. I think the reason for this is obvious. 

The scientific view has influenced us greatly. We accept 

the saying :n,,'believe only what I can see" However, as people 

of faith, we believe many things which cannot be proved through 
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science. One of these is of course the existence of angels. 

Yet I fail to see why some believe in the facts about our faith 

'but question this one, or at least don I t mention it, as though 

the world will find the message of our faith more acceptable. 

I think we should try to learn what it is the Scripture 

and the Church teaches us about angels. We should then accept 

the teachings and not be surprised if they concern facts that 

are beyond scientific proof~ It should be seen as revelation 

and we should never be embarrased by that fact. 



The existence of angels has always been held and taught 

by the Catholi? Church. They are contained in Scripture and in 

the writings of the Church Fathers. The, Councils of the Church 

have made statements,' although short and infrequent, concerning 

their,'exi'stence. One of these chief declarations was made by 

.t,he Fourth Lateran 'Council (1215) which stated that there is but 

one God who created all that is visible and invisible. 1 He 

created both the' spiritual 'and corporeal creatures, and man who 

is composed of both body and spirit. 2 

st. Thomas Aq~inas accepted the existence of angels on 

faith, that is, he believed their existence was a revelation of 

GO~ both in Scripture and in the teaching of the Church~ 
" 

However, st. Thomas warited to see what it is we can know about 

these truths through;human reason. The first question which he 

addressed then, in regard to the angels, is whether human reason 

can posit a proof for their existence. 

Aquinas believed, as we believe, that God is the creator of 

all things, the' spiritual plus the corporeal, and both in man. 

Angels then, if they existed, would be part of that created 

order. According to the Angelic Doctor' the create'd order can

not be restricted to only the material universe, that is, what 

our senses tell us exists. There is somethi:ng more in the order 

of things of God's creation. As we can see in this world 
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different grades of being from non-living things, to plants, 

animals, and finally man~ For Thomas, since man is made up of 

body and spirit, it is plausible that God could create a non

material spiritual being. In other words, the concept of angel 

does not imply a contradiction in the order of thingse 3 

Human reason cannot conclusively prove that angels exist. 

Human reason can, however, lead to. the probability of angelic 

existence. st. Thomas believed that there are proofs which can 

lead to their possibility in the order of creation. He has 

possited such proofs for the existence of seperated sUbstances 

in his Summa Theologicabut especially in his work De Spiritual

ibus Creaturis. Since we are concerned directly with the Summa, 

I shall explain his proof that is contained in question 50 of 

that work. 4 

st. Thomas begins his argument by stating that in creation 

God intends to communicate his goodness. The argument rests on 

the relationship between cause and effect. An effect resembles 

its cause to the degree that it contains that element of the 

cause which was involved in the causing. God causes things by 

means of his intellect and will. Therefore, in order for the 

universe to be complete there needs to be intellectual creat

ures. st. Thomas goes on to say that since intellect is not an 

act of a body it follows that there must be some incorporeal 

creatures, that is, creatures without a body.5 

To understand this argument we need to see how the angels 

reflect God in a more perfect way than we do. God, in creating 

the universe wanted to communicate his goodness and perfection. 
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Therefore, things that exist mirror God's existence and perfec

tion, that is, living things give us a slight view of that which 

is in God completlYe In regards to God's intellectual activity 

there is no more perfect image of it than in the angels, intel

lectual sUbstances who are seperate from the material world. 6 

The question that follows from the proof that aBgels exist 

is when 'did they come into being? Aquinas held that they were 

created along with the physical universe. The Angelic Doctor 

knew that this belief could not be proved. The reason being 

that since God existed from eternity it is possible that he 

could have created the order of the universe from eternity. 

Thomas believed, on faith, that the universe was not created 

from eternity.7 

The.next question to be considered is what kihd of a being 

is an angel? What is its nature? The nature of an angel is 

spirit. By spirit is meant a SUbsistent intelligent being that 

is in no way composed of matter. An angel is a being that is 

composed of only int.ellect and will, in other words, a pure 

spirit. He cannot be experienced as a tangible thing in the 

physical world. 8 st. Thomas sa~s that an angel is the closest 

resemblance to God in all creation. Reflecting, as he says, 

"God's majesty, beauty, and holinesse,,9 

Aquinas believed that to understand the nature of anything 

is to determine the manner in which it acts. Let us apply this 

principle to the angels. An angel has understanding, and this 

act is only possible in a spiritual being because it is an in

material action. Man can also perform this immaterial action 
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because he is also spiritual but it is united to the body to 

10
form the fiuman nature. 

To say that angels are pure spirits and resemble God more 

perfectly than man does not mean that they are unlimited and 

are without potentiality. For a created being to be without 

potentiality would mean that its existence and essence are the 

same, that their existence depends on their nature. This is 

not possible for any created being, and it is found only in God. 

An angel has recieved his essence and existence from God, and is 

therefore, a limited being. 11 Briefly, an angel is a pure 

spirit, which is not composed of matter but of essence and exist 

ence, of act and potentiality. These conclusions of St. Thomas. 

have become the common doctrine of Angelic nature. 12 

Connected to the nature of an angel is its knowledge, which 

has been alluded to in saying that it is an intellectual creatur • 

The question which Aquinas addresses in regard to the angelic 

knowledge asks whether that knowledge is idl3ntical to the angels 

substance, existence, or essence. To all thr,ee his reply is in 

the negative and he relates his answer to the order of all 

creation.. 13 

For Thomas,;angelic intellect, 'like our own, is a power, and 

angelic knowledge is an act of that power. An angels' intellect 

and knowledge are not his substanCe nor existence. The act of 

the angel 'underst~nding does not cause.the.'angel to be but rathe 
I 


I 


presupposes he exfsts. If his intellect and the act o~ knowledg
I , , 

were the same as his substance he would be God. In GO~,essence, 

: 
existence, 

' 
intellect, and act are all equal, for God ,is 

I 

pure act 

http:being.11
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In other words, the angelic intellect and its act are accidents 

in regard to the angelic substance.'4 

The angelic understanding is completly intellectual. The 

angel, being a sUbsistent intellect, has no body and therefore 

can never have knowledge from sensations. Man comes to know 

things through the use of his senses. An angel, being a pure 

intellect, knows onlyintellectually.'5 

How the angels recieve their knowledge is the next question 

to investigate. We gain knowledge and ideas from things outside 

ourselves, that is, all our knowledge begins with our senses, 

which impresses information on our passive intellect. We then 

use our active intellect to produce immaterial ideas of things 

from the information in our passive intellect. We come to know 

what it is we perceive. The angels, having no body, need not 

depend on material things for their knowledge. From the begin

ning of their existence God infused into them all the ideas of 

all the created order. Angelic knowledge then is innate, and 

this is part of the.i:.r nature. Since God is the source of their 

knowledge anything they know, they know perfectly. They are in 

regard to their knoVlledg~;:without error. 16 

A question which follows from these considerations is 

whether there is any potentiality in an angel? It has already 

been stated that there is no potency in their knowledge; but, 

Aquinas states that potency is a necessity for a created being. 

Is there a contradiction? His answer is no. In regard to 

possess~on of the knowledge of a particular thing or idea the 

angel is always in act. In other words, he always possesses 
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the knowledge. An angel is in potentiality in regard to the 

actual consideration of a thing or idea. The angel cannot know 

all things at once, but, as it were, only one thing at a time. 

When an angel considers a particular thing or idea he knows it 

perfectly and instahtaneously through his innate ideas. He is 

also free to consider anything at any time. For example, say 

my guardian angel chooses to consider the idea man, in an instan 

he will know all that is contained in that idea through his 

innate knowledge. The angel then is actual and potential, but 

not in the same way that m~n is. 17 

Now in regard to knowledge, what can an angel know? As 

stated above, an angel knows, through his innate ideas, all the 

things contained in the created order. Since he is in the 

created order he knows himself and all other angels. He knows 

other angels by the ideas given to him by God at his creation. 

An angel knows God by the fact that he is a created being and 

the image of a greater being. The angel does not know :the. 

essence of God at the time of his creation, but knows Him throu~rr 

his own limited substance. 18 

An important point needs to be made here on angelic know

ledge. An angels' knowledge is both natural and supernatural. 

The natural knowledge is that which was infused by God(liat the 

time of the angels' creation. Supernatural knowledge is the 

knowledge that is revealed to the angels by God, which is not 

known through their innate ideas. This knowledge was given onl. 

to the angels who did not sin. It is the complete knowledge of 

God in the beatific vision. More will be said aboutlh\this when 
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dealing with the actual sin of the angel. 

Closely connected to angelic knowledge is the power of free 

will. st. Thomas believed that free will was a perfection in an 

intellectual being. Now man possesses free will and since he is 

lower on the scale of intellectual creatures then angels would 

also possess this perfection because their intelligence is 

greater. Free will then, or the ability to will or not to will 

a particular thing or action, is an attribute of all spiritual 

creatures. The argument that proves this attribute of intel

lectual creatures is found in question 59 of the Summa. 20 

Aquinas begins this argument for free will in angels by 

stating that all things originate from the divine will. Since 

all things originate from God they will be directed toward good

ness by their very nature. This natural tendency to good is 

.' expressed in different ways, and is called appetite. The things 

,that have no knowledge, such as plants and inanimate objects, 

this inclination is called the natural appetite. Diving things, 

such as irrational creatures, are directed toward the good by 

their senses and instinct, and. this is called the sensitive 

appetite. Angels, however, along with man, are of a higher 

intellectual capability and are attracted to something not simpl 

by sensation (man only) but because the good is seen as good 
. " 

in itself. This tendency Thomas calls will. Will then is the 

intellectual knowledge by which man, and the angels, know the 

universal nature of goodness as something to be desired. 21 The 

will is free because the creature, angel or man, has the ability 

to choose between two alternatives as being good. The Saint 

http:desired.21
http:Summa.20
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concludes by sayiny that wherever intellect is found there also 

is free will.22 

After the study of angelic free will is the study of angel' 

will in action. For Aquinas this means considering love, which 

is at the source of all appetition. Love is an affinity toward 
, , 

~~~,h~:~de,~~3~'~'~'~ ~~,j¢9,fi,~.~;r:",~Ijd'~;W~~.S,}~l1e",;p~F~~~:f~::m~/'{I::r; ·~t:;~~,~:e "':\~~1,~:;. 
This movement toward the good can be of two kinds: natural love 

and the love of choice. Natural love is that which a being 

possesses by its very nature. In other words, the angels 

naturally love themselves because they know themselves complet

~y. 'r);~,~:'?-neels also natura~ly, love G,od, ~ecaus~,he is" the scurc 

of their being and ,the ultimate good. Love of choice is'a'bein> 

loving something because it brings him happiness. That is, a 

be~ng will freely love something if it leads to its happiness. Z: 

, Following these considerations on angels from the Angelic 

;Doctor ,,;ve:, can 'IiO\\r,:iO,Qk'iIltp'~h6,w ,some;Bii:l~'~is. sinned. 'c;r:'ieiifr6~ " , ~ 
-.,"

favor' with"God. Atf1rst it doe'~"rio~ ~eem p6~sible :'th~t ~y' "-.. 
.. 

'angel couid &'in. As we have seen, ,angels' have perfect, innat'e 
, . 

knowledge of material things~' They have no bpdy and are there

fore unaffected by passions of the.fl~sh. Yet that some ofth 
R ~ , , 

sinn,ed.is div~ne revelation" both in Scripture and in the teach 

'iIig ,o-f the Church. st. Thomas, attempts to understand angelic 

siri in question 63 of his Summa Theologica. 

':;,Tpe,firsfque,stion .that, tlia Ange.lic~:'Doctoraddresses on tll 
' ••" • • • • w .' • • • j,.... ," .. ". '", 

sin:" bf':'the angels is whether, or not 'there can be' moral evil in 

angels? He begins by,stating t~at any 'creature that has intel

ligence', ,aIig~is 'aHa ~~: Ea:p:'bY- theirVeJ}Y:·na.ttir~, .. commit 'a 
. . '".~ . 

, , . , 

".0'",· 

{ , 

:';'.. 

http:sinn,ed.is


oes not necessarily ml?"an 

orrect knowledge. 25 

. : 

If a creat'ure does not act wrongly, thatis~"Without 
'24 - 

it is due to a gift of grace. ' The nature of angel 

correct actions but it does require

The beginning of st. Thomas' explanation on angelic sin is 
- -. ," . -' ~ .:. <.,. . 

.,):~:~~;~~1.:~¥~:~~~-,4:..•;6~'~~.c~;~:q~-f~§8:~:~~~~:<~,:,:.f,:f-c:r;~~,~~~.r::j,~>-~g~,~:\~P.~~-;;;Y!~~:7~¥:,;;-.~~: 
has produced different opinions, as to whether or not the angels 

26were capable of sinning in the state of pure nature. There 

are a few points that need to be considered before continuing on 

'to present the problem. The first has already been mentioned in 

.the area of_angeliclrllg:W~,€tdge; .. t,lamely, that there is t in an 

angel, natural and s-l.q)ernatural· knowledge. Here we consider' 

what is meant by natural and supernatural states. 

The angeli.c natural state, or the state of pure angelic 

nature, is the state in which, the angels were created by God • 

.. ···';·.····:~:::t~~~:~it~~~~~:::c(~~;:,;~;=o~t::~~~~~r:rk~~!±::r~·' 

nate,ideas .. 'Through the goodness of God~beiings exisf,however, 

through His goodness they are called to a higher state of being, 

namely, beholding the divine essence. The angels then were not 

created in the presence of GO,d, for if they had been there 

would not have been any fallen angels. 27 St. Thomas· held that 

if any intellectual being sees God as He is that created will 
,.. 

:c'o'uld·never _turn away .. from, the,.,divihe ,:.presence"because in God 
<'''-~''''''-.~-"';:;.<. "-"" , .....-~'-'...: "'''''' ; .. , ... ,-~.--',:. -.:",-':'", .. ,'. :'~:'-. .'.' 

the will finds complete happiness.--Tt;is·' imp9ssible for any' 

created being to, will or do anything except for attaingsome 

~;g66:a';:'~~~n~~;i?i:t':a'; ~.~ing~~'sge#:;:tfie_~~u:it.~~a.t-Ef"~~~<i ~:~f·:9:~h'Q.t.:'~1,(~rt:~,o~~~y. 


'. 

',' ,~--: 

~, 

.,., ", 

http:angels.27
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Consideri~g an intellectual being in its nature, that 'ia, being 

a creature, that being cannot attain the beatific vision through 

its· own pmver. In other words, natural means cannot achieve'a 

supernatural end, and that end ia achieved only through the 
28 , grace of God that ia bestowed on angels and men. 

. " 

~ '.~ ::::':" -".JJ:~-~-~:ID.f)~ ,~h~~-:~J~~.~~:i.i:n~::::,~:li:at.·:,~:rC;i~~·~:i,.~,~c~~~·_~~ir.a"iS~9'.-~~;:~'~~:,~t.uP_ 
~ 

above its-own nature_~'order to behold the divine essence, and 

that each creature is given this grace, means that eventually 

all will see God as He ia. This of course is not the Case. To 

behold God face.to face, whether an angel or man, is a gift 

given to creatures by God~ .but it ,also r(3quil~es _an ac:t on the 

creatures part. The gift ia given so that angels and men can 

gain the divine presence by an' acto! their own power. They 

can only gain it on their own power through grace. So it,is 

seen then that there involves a choic~.to .either act on that 

grac eor:;~,j,ectit:i,~·so~e':way.?9 ,'AsSt'.: :Thoina~states in 

questidn63 of. th~--Suiiuna::'~ liTo ~ turri' tod6k a's',ble~6'ur~"~ 'Sf a" 

supernatural happiness, this comes ofa love recieved as a grace. 

and such love could be rejected, sinfuily~30 

The angels were created in their nature but also with the 

gift of~grace which is seperate from their nature •. But when was 

this graCe given to the angels? ,Opinions differed at the time 

, of Aquinas. The Angelic Doctor held that at the very instant of 

",,-:their'-c:r.ea,.:tion: (jod/:bestowed"dn:,themth~':gr~.c!3 neJ9dedt,o-"meri:t, 

,'-' supernatural happiness. This is now the'-'gen:erally ~ccepted 

position.- The view that the angels were created without grace 

:was::j;ii:e£po-sitfon :t~~t .\V~'s,:.'1J1~.f·~'{~:Cb~On.ly"/~~'ld:~·dii:riIlg::,tfiei·.:f3t~:;.c'K ~.:. ',' ,.", :,' 

, . ' :;. 

http:choic~.to
http:h~~-:~J~~.~~:i.i:n~::::,~:li:at.�:,~:rC;i~~�~:i,.~,~c~~~�_~~ir.a"iS~9'.-~~;:~'~~:,~t.uP
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Returning to the question of whether the angels could sin 

their purely natural state, we-find differing opinions. Some 

commentators on Aquinas hold that ,the angels by being created 

can sin. This position is supported by the fact that st. Thomas 

: holds -,that:_op.lY,Go:d :compl'e~t-Iy imp_ec~cab.;Le;-a.nq:his "creat'!lres " ~-".,'. 
", .,"

'"", ,.,~-.-.-,:.-.':.,.,::,--.. ' ... -- ....,-,~"::.. ' ...:.:.......... - '. ".~:. -""'- "-~. 


".- ".- , 

peccable. Others hold that angels, in their pure natural state, 

cannot sin. This view is supported by the fact that the angels 

are of a spiritual nature that contains perfect knowledge of all 

natural things. Due to this the angel cannot commit error while 

acting in its nat.ural st,ate. However, both positions accept 

that sin can occur in angels with reference to the supernatural 
32order.

It is clear that with the differing views Aquinas did not 

,explicitly discuss the question; but,the,~nswer may be found in 

., f;ca.reJu.1 _re~d:l:ng _of.l1i.q..te~ts:~ .. r.Wi~l·Ii·~~:pllr~.ue_thi~ quest~on, 

, , iir "~h:LS: i.imi~e·.if-presentati(~Il, b~t- wiilc)til.Y:pofht ,out; t}:lat ,'scJine: 

commentators on Aquinas have taken up this question and view'- it 

as an important one for understandin~ the nature of free will 

and st. Thomas· teaching on the impeccability of God. The 

distinction between the natural and supernatural states can be 

seen in this problem. For understanding, or attepting to under

stand, angelic sin in this presentation I will look only at what 

. ': " , ' ,the ·-fac't, "was; t·p.at ,the" angel$W.e:re;,creat·ed" with" grac-9 ..,and de~t.~n 

ed for th~ beatific vision. The angelsc~uld Sin, but as st. 

Thomas himself was aware, that potentiality was limited.33 

:.:. 
" " 

http:limited.33
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The 
-'

angels could commit a wrong act against their super

natural end and as st. Thomas states in question 63, a wrong act 

is one which-deviates from the cdrrec~ way a given action ought 

to take. An action that cannot go wrong is an action that is 

performed by an agent whose power to act is the same as the rule 

,whichs~o,~ul:d;~?i'de~, ~t~e ..,ac:tiOll~- An:-ex8f1P'.~g,:that:,:issi?lil,a;",~~o".>.>.:.,~~,:;~,:<,:;:::,--',", 

the one the Angelic Doctor uses concerns a painter. If the hand 

of the painter is the'rule -by which he directs the strokes of a 

brush than the painter cannot but paint correctly. He will 

always produce a masterpeice, but we all know that this is not 

the case III The rul:,~ that, de,t,~rmin~~ whether, ~ :pc9,inting is a grea' 

work is other than the hand of the painter. For Aquinas God ,is 

both the power to act and the rule on how the divine act is to 

be done. So God's will is. right absolutely. Created wills on 

the other hand, act rightly in so far a? their. wills correspond 
, ~ ".~~' ,.' . . 	 , . ,'." . 

to the divineperfe'ct wiil:~(~,.j:~fari~ge:l~,s,· ,W,LlL does ,no.t foJ.:low:', 
'~.:-.::::'!'~'''~'''~:-' '-~"-"'''' .'.' .~. '. 

'the: diVine' Wil.l; espE(¢~i.al1Y"l.n,'the·,ij/;:iy '~ogain' theh,ea:t,:U.'i·c' . . ' ... 

visidn, then an angel can act wrongly, he"can coIDmitsin.34 

Sin. as an act of free choice, can occur in two ways accord

ing to st. Thomas. The first being that. something evil is 

chosen. An evil cannot be chosen if it is known as such. T rna' 

be aware of the fact tha~ the obje.ct I choose is evil but in a 

particular situation I judge if to be a good for myself. For 

_	example',' ',~·ViC;man'·choose.s:·:tO'L.:hiwe.:an·>ab6:r~19n·"in order::tokeep' 

her, job. This kind of choice~ accorcline;"to:Thomas, presupposes 
. .. 

some error or ignorance, because what is chosen is evil in' 


.. -~;:'~ ~~' 
 :'it:~,elL"bui:;i.'f:i~:::~c':6nSid;$ ~.e:ff;"~s;:~"i~:7g'gO(f;r~'-'~~~~partiC~;lar :'Ei1t:ua'ti--i}lh., 

' .... '. ~, 

- --'. 
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.. 
"". -;: .~ ,.". 

.. .. 

Sin in this way cannot be applied to the angels due to the per

fection of'their knowledge. An angel can never·mistake an evil 

for a·· good.~5 . 

Another way sin can occur is the choosing of something in 

itself, but without regarding the rule or measure as to how it 

shoulci .. be,a~qll:Lred!, ',r.rh~j~:in ,o'r f~.~lJ.~~,.Q.c;~urs.not in th~. par.t?:-c.~ 

ul~r end or thin~'chosen, bui in the c~oosing itself. The exam

ple the Angelic Doctor gives is one of a man who decides to pray, 

which is an act that is good in itself, but without regard to 

the rules of the Church concerning prayer. For Thomas sins of 

this kind do not necessarily.presuppose ignorance, but it.does 
• - • >"." • , ' .~ ' •••• -. '. - - - • • 

require that one not consider what he should consider. This is 

how the angelic sin occured. The angel, Lucifer, pursued a good 

without regard for the rule of the divine will. 36 

What is meant by this lack of consideration by the fallen 

~gel, and ·.all othElrs who~()~~o~e{ him?,There does seem to be' 

90me, kind of ,contradictib~by ~tating. t'ha{' the angels are intel
.. --' -., . . •... '.-.- ... 

lectually })erfect yet fail 'to consider what they should con6ide~, 
Ne do know what this cannot mean. It cannot mean that Satan did 

aot know what it was he was doing or that he was unaware of the 

~mplications of his actions. The sin involved the supernatural 

ptate, and so we should turn our focus on this fact. 37 

The angels had contact with the supernatural, that is, they 

.... :' ..qQsses~e.Q..gr.ace. :that -,was,·giYen:,t;.q.tllem:·,by"God, . and they knew·t'hat -

pod was their ultimate end. This end theY"kne'w only by faith, aEi 

l1e do, yet they knew it to a greater degree than we can ever knov 
. . 

~:h~.,·<~§:~:Llf~}?~ ;'oet;tttf~.~~:Vj~S,i()n';Wa~··:'riot::yijt?tlJ:eirs:,td_.~,e~~ •. >tf'~l.;s::c .. '. .,:.~;;';.:': 

',' ' . 

. .,-_.--,.
'" :."

-
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here that the knowledge of knowing all things, in the natural 

state, was of little help to the angels. The essence of God 

was removed fronitheir sight,. and' until they beheld Him as He 

is there existed the possibility of inConsideration. In other 

words, the ultimate end of the angels was known to them, but it 

'was not seen . and could··fiGt be seen 'uri-t-:Ll' .t;heybeheld God. The. . ..' , .. ' , .',. ~ ,.~.. ,.' .' .' ~.. 

38
angels were then free to order their a'ctions to that end. As 

Montano states in his dissertation: 

!lIn relation to the sin of the angels 
inconsideration means only that any
intellectual defect took place in 
relation toa higher. rule them reason 
and that the full'.resposibilify f'Or" , 
the sin rests entirely with the free 
will of the sinner. And still there 
is nothing that would prevent an 
error in judgment for the angels
just as a human chooses an evil as a 
good can be portrayed as failing to 
consider the rule of reason."39 
. .'-. 

Ido '{lot think· that the concept. oft,hesin of the angel 
. ,. . 

. ,." 

is completly clouded. It is. easy to. se,e. :Q..ow wec.an accept 

angelic sin through the Thomistic view of inconsideration as 

applied to us. In sinning we often decide to choose something 

we know we should not do. If we were to properly and throughly 

reflect on the sin, assuming we have the knowledge, we may not 

commit the sin. So we choose not to reflect on the act we-are 

a~out to perform because we desire it and do not want to pull 
-:-" , ",.' 

away from it because it makes us rliappy.' .. So we pe.rform the act 

and thus sin, perhaps moffally if it is serious matter. 

:·T~iGi. Aoe~:~ot,comple~ly,;,,~xpla.1~ angelic sin because. 
.,~' :..:= .... ~.~~::.. ~.~;::::.._...~..:.:: ... ::. " ._' .. "_." _,_.:,:,.,;."'~"'_. 7 • ", "'.. ~"" ...,:~ ..... ' • 
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',' ,,' "::;-..: · •.l':"-'..~·!,"" 

are composed of body and spirit. Often are faults are due to t 


passions as a result of the body, and a limited· intellect. The 


.angels have neither one of, these in their nature. The angel 


however chooses to pursue a good t for .example, the love of his 


own perfection. This is a good in itself,but the sin can occu 


. when the angel decides,.t~Cl:.~19ve'that.gg44;~fn:/.·a, disoI'.deredmanne·r 
. . - ,,, .' - '. . .," ~. '. .' . - ... -_.- ~ '" -:: -'" ' . . . . ,~. . ....." 

There is an error for him in the practical judgment of not con

sideI'in~ what he should consider, the love of himself in the 


40 
proper measure.
 

Since sin occured in the angel t then, what was it? This 


is ,the next question .pt.Tp..oI!;1asf.\Ilswer~.9 and the ,last one we 

shall address. St. Thomas held that the sin of the angel was 


pride, the free act of not submitting to onels superior where 


submission is due. The Angelic Doctor goes on to say that the 


angel sinned by desiring to be as God a This can be taken in tw 

. '.' .'.' 

'.ways, one' way meaning equality," and the'~oth:er:,likenes~. 41 


The .fa,llen 'aIlg,el.J:ould·not have~ ~e.si·~~d to be, equal to: 

, .. - - '-,':.' .."', .~ 

God as the Creator. The angel knew that he,was created and was 

contingent on God as the source of his own existence. So the 


angel knew his essence could never equal his existence, because 


this is true only of God. Therefore, he would not, nor could h 
 t 

seek to be like God in that way. He could however seek to be 


like God, in the way his nature allowed; but, he would be guilty 


.<, '. of:'sin::,':tf,he, aspire~ to be : like (lod·thr0l:,rgh;,::hisown .power.. ·Thi 


. :is .the' viay' the devil desired to' be as God. - Lucife'r placed hia'

ultimate Mppiness in the likeness of God but wanted to possess 
. :}.:.:, . 

:::: thi~,':.b:i:jiie~~ ,'o{'Ii$t3'~~o\m:~p_6Wet 'and:· Iiot~~l.th!:.the" help:of::ctivirie~::::, .....:. 

,". " 

'",: .,' . 
",' 

. , ' ' 
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.CON CLUSI ON, 

In this research paper I havetriect"to explain some of the 

central' points in st. Thomas I teaching on the angels. I have 

summarized and explained, through use of Thomas' text and other 

commentator's works.,on·d\.quinas, aGDIe,,~:~e:fJ;9ncepts into his· 

teaching on angelic existence, nature, knowledge, and sin. 

Thomas I explanation on angelic sin is complicated and stil.' 

in need of clarification, but that angels exist and have a nat

ure has been shown within:this paper. St. Thomas thought that 

his search for the meaning of wpat an"angel is was successful • 
. -. 

He believed that he had achieved a limited understanding. throu'h 

human reason, the doctrine on angels and angelic sin, as found 

. in Scripture and in the teaching of the Church. In this paper 

I hope we have achieved just a small por.t.ion of St. Thomas' 

understanding of these revealed. truths..·.·· 

Tnere were three. point? which Thomas explained in his. 

treatis~ on th~ angels. The first, th~r~ ~gel did sin, 

second his sin was a perversion of his nature which was created 

for good, and thirdly that the sin alienated him from God for 

all eternity. There were a large number of ques~ion regarding 

these points that I omitted from this presentation because 

they were not directly needed for a limited understanding of 

the'angelic sin. With :the",last part 6,!,·':;thispaperthe 'issue'" 
. . ..- - ,-" 

of inconsideration was adressed and it was here·that the myster 

of angelic sin can be understood, but with always more clarific -

. .tionneeded' sinc~~:"::'Yie.,'are ~de8'ling--jli't1i' mystery.' 
_. , " 
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It is by studying angels, especi-a1:1y angelic sin, that we 

can better understand ourselves" :We can better understand.how 

we can fall into sin if we reflect on the sin of a pure spirit

ual being. Hopefully this kind of reflection will .lead us to 

choose that which the Holy Angels chos~; to give, as it is said 

in the latin,Deo omnia gloria! 



Endnotes 

1Some have held that BUCTI statements by the Church were 

not intended to make pronouncements about the angels put about 

God as the Creator'of all things. For aX} explanationlof this 

problem pee Summa Theologica Volume 9 edited by'Kenelm Foster 

page 3090 -" ' 


2st • Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica Ed. ,Ken,elm Foster. 
(New York: MCGraw.-Hill Book Co e , ,1968), po 303. ! 

3Simon A. Blackmore, The' Angel World. (Cleveland: John W. 
WinteriC-h,19.?6), pp. 13-l4_ 

4James Collins, The Thomistic Philosophy of the Angels

Diss. (Washington, . D.C.,: -, The "Cathqlic University of America 

Press,· 1947), p. 27. "', ~:;:," ' 

5Aquinas, p. 7. 

bWs,l:ter Farrel, A Companion to the Summa (New York:' 

oheed ,& Ward, 1941), p~,1~5. 


7Ibid., p,.198. 

8Thisseems to contradict Sc£ipture, since it is often 
found that the angels,. have ,a,ppeared to men. st s Thomas worked 
out a point thatsta-t-es angels can be percieved by men. The 

"'angel if he so chooses, can condense the air around a particul r 
area and take on the form of a human shape. This is done 
through his divine power. (Q. 51. Summa Theologica) 

9ValentineLOng, The Angels in Religion 'and Art (New
Jersey: st. Anth0ny Guild Press, 1970), p. 26. 

10Francis Cunningham, Thomas C. Donlan, William B. M\lpphy,
and John So Reidy, God and His Creation '(Dubuque: The Priory 
Press, 1957), p. 362. 

11 Ibid. 

12paschal P. Parente, Beyond Space (New York: St. Paul 

Publications, 1961),§p. 24. 


13A full explanation to these questions are contained in 

Question 54 of the Summa Theolog~~ 
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23Ibid., po 372. 


24Grace is the effect of God's love in the rational 

creature. The creature, through grace, has the possibility
of sharing in divine life. (Aquinas, Ed. Foster, p. 224) 

25Ibid., p. 249. 

26Jacques Maritain, The Sin of the Angel (Maryland:
The Newman Press, 1959), p. vi. 

27The period of time between the angels' existenc~and 
the fall of some of the angels is known as the probation$
This term means trial or test. It was the period of time 
when the angels were given the choice of choosing to act on 
the grace that was giveri to them by God. (Blackmore, p. 115) 

28cunningham~ p. 3740 

29 ' 
Ibid., p. 375. 

30Aquinas, po 251. 

31 Edward J ~ Montano, The Sin of the Angeilst. Dies. 
(Washington, D.C. :.'~[.The Catholic University of America Press, 
1955), pp. 85-87! 

32An in depth study of these differing opinions can be 
found in Montano and Maritain. Marie'b's article gives a fine 
explanation of the ,differing opinions and attepts to prove
that angels are imp-ec'cable in regard to their natural state. 

33!J;1aritain, 'p. vi. 


34Aquinas, p. 249. 
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